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The premise for rhis edited volume is rhar industrial organizational
(l-O) psychologv has much to conrriburc to corporare en.r'rronmentat sus_
tainability (CIS) research and practice (Kl"in * U,rff_un, ,t,i, toot1. tn
fact, the book's titlc suSgests that I O psvchology can sene as a ariver for
chaDge.regarding CES. We agree fullv. In fact, each ofthe exceJlent chap
ters iocluded in this book offers nunerous suggesrions in this regard.
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President lohn F. Kennedy's famous inaugural address starement, in our
\  hdpl(r  rve ask not shr l  I -O prvcholsgy,;n,y61or r  tS. but whJl CE\ ( in
' ro ror l -U p\v(hoto8y. More rprci f i .a l lv.  we argu( th, j l  Cf5 (dn help I  o
psychologyconsider rhe role ofcontext and..go m".r"," b. rn".",p.;;rd
explicit aboutvalues, consider people at wo rk in rerms oflong_term invest
ments and partnerships, and reach out to other fields ofinquiry as rvell as
re_thinl  rradirronal areas or rerear.  h and prair i re.  Oreral l .  \c bct icfe rhd I
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important societal issues (e.g., human capital trends). ln cases when

I-O psvchology has addresscd societal issues, it has done so modestly and

mostly indirectly. For example, consider the topic of talcnt management. As

noted by Cascio and Aguinis (2008), talent management encompasses the

domains of rccruitment, development, rctention, human resource effec

tiveness, and organizational demographics. The record is decidedly mixed

rcgardinS the extent to which I-O psvchology research has addressed lhesr

issues. Spcc;lically, consider publication trends for the most recent period

included in the rc'view:2003 to 2007. l)uring this time, 1.53olo ofarticles

published in /APaddressed recruitment; 1.28olo of/AParticles and 1.26%

of PPs1,cfi anicles addressed development; 1.75olo of articles in /AP and

nonc in PPsycfi addressed retention;no anicles in eitherjournal addressed

human rcsource effectiveness (although there were some published meth

odological critiqucs ofthe body ofliterature that relates human resource

activities to firm performance); finall),, 0.44Eo of /AP anicles and 00,6 of

PP,,r/l articles addressed demographic changes. In short, although talent

management seems to be one ofthe most imPortant recent human-caPital

trends (e.g., "The battle for brainpower," 2006), I-O ps)'cholog) research

does not seemtobepaying much attention toit.In fact,based on these and

other results, Cascio and Agu;nis (2008) €oncluded that it

weexlrapolatepastemphasesinpubl ishedresearchtothenexl l0)€an,s€

are.onftonted with one conpelling conclusion, namely. that I'O ps-vchol

ogy will Dot be out front in influencingthe debare on issues that ar€ (or{'ill

bc) of broad organizationai and societal appeal. ( p. 1074 )

In short, there is a gap between I O psychology research and broader

organizational and societal trcnds.
A second troubling gap is the micro-macro divide. I-O psychology

research and practice focuses mostly on individual and, to some extent

team-level phenomena. An examination of I-O psychology textbooks (e.9.,

Cascio & Aguinis,20ll) and compendia (e.9., Rogelberg,2007; Zedeck,

2011) indicates that major topic headings include Personnel selection,

training, performance appraisal and management, individual differences,

and job analysis and design. The vast majority of these toPics address

individual tevel phenomena. For the most part, organization-, industry-,

and society-level phenomena are not discussed in detail and do not play a
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'lhe emphasis on micro- rather than macrolevel phenomena is not
surprising given I-O psychology's historical roots in differential psychol_
ogy. However, in roday's globalized and hypercompetitive business milieu
driven by technological advancements, spe€d of communicarions, and
flow ofinformation, a sole emphasison micro,level phenomcna can mean
that I-O psychology risks becoming irrelevant. As noted byAguinis, Boyd,
Pierce, and Short (201I ), 

"pracririoners who faceday-to-day managemenr
challenges are interested in solvingproblems from alllevels ofanalysis. For
examplc, thev are interested in performance issues at the organizational
and individual levels ofanalysis" (p. 197). Ifthe research produced by I O
psychology addresses onlythe individual level, then it is liket),thar the sci,
ence-pmctice gap mentioned earlier will continue to rviden.

CES is ofgreat imponance ro organizations and society ar large. Thus,
I O psychology research on CES is likely to be received wirh inrerest bv
ndleholders ourside ot rhe f ie ld,  rhereby improving t-O p,ychotogy s sldi
ure in terms of perceived relevance. When was the last tirne rve have watched
an individual on television discuss the latest I-O psychology knowledge
or rnterventions and their impli€ations for society? In contrast, we can
foresee how I-O psychology research addressing CES has potential to be
widely disseminated and, again, this can help bridge rhe much lamented
science practice gap in the field. Moreover, CES can help I,O psychology
move beyond an almost exclusive emphasis on micro level phenomena to
a combination ofmicro- and macrolevel phenomena. By its narure, CES
has mostly been studied at the macrolevel phenomenon (Aguinis & Gla,
vas, 2012). However, individuals make decisions about CES, have vaiues,
attitudes, and beliefs about CES, and reacr to CES initiarives in various
ways. So, CES can serve as a conduit for I O psychology to consider both
micro- and macro level issues and thereby help narrow the micro-macro
gap.

ln the remainder of our chapter, we provide a more detailed descrip-
t ion of i l lustrar ive domain\ and issues tor which CEs can make a contr i
bution to I-O psychology. To do so, we rely on the many excellent ideas
and data included in this volume's chapters. Before we proceed, we clarifi
that we define corporate social responsibiliry (CSR) following Aguinis
(2011, p. 855) and also adopted by orhers (e.g., Aguinis & clavas, 20t2i
Rupp, 2011) as "contexr-specific 

organizarional actions and policies rhat
tale into account stakeholders' expectations and rhe triple boftom line of
economic, social, and environmental performance." Thus, based on this
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definition, and consistent with its conceptualization in most ofthe chaP-

ters in this book, CES ref€rs to the environmental performance aspect

of CSR. In oth€r words, CES consists of context-specific organizational

actions and policies that take into account stakeholders' exPectations sPe

cifically regarding environmental issues.

CES CAN HEtP I-O PSYCHOTOGY CONSIDER THE
ROIE OF CONTEXT AND "GO MACRO"

As noted earlier, I O psychology is essentially a microJevel discipline. In
other words, the majority of I-O psychology research and Pmctice top-

ics focus on phenomena at the individual and, less often, team lev€l of

analysis. On the other hand, CES is essentially a macroJevel 6eld of study

and practice. CES refers to policies and actions by organizations. How-

ever, such policies and actions are influenced and implemented by actors

at all levels of analysis (e.g., institutional, organizational, and individual).

Accordingly, CES also subsumesthe individualand team levels ofanallsis
(Lindenberg & Steg, this book; Pandey, Rupp, & Thornton, thisbook).

cES can help I-o psychologJ consider the role ofcontext and go macro

because research and practice concem ing CES will need to adopt a systems

approach that involves individual, organizational, and societal-level vari-

abtes (Andrews, Klein, Forsman, & Sa.hau, this book; DuBois, Astakhova,

& DuBois, 2013i Ones & Dilchen, 2013). Much like Aguinis and Glavaj
(2012) concluded regarding CSR in general, an understanding of CES

requires a consideration ofactors and variables at multiple levelsofanaly_

sis. For example, such systems and multi-level perspective include a con-

sideration of organizational-level characteristics as well as pressure from

extemal stakeholders (i.e., macro level) and individual motivation and

goals (i.e., micro level).I-O psychology hasalongand illustrious tradition

in terms of the generation of knowledge regarding foundations of a field

that are based on individual action and interactions, what is labeled mtcro-

t'ot dations (e.g., Foss, 20 1 l ). CES can help I-O psychology place these

microfoundations within a broader organizational and societal context.

Our proposed integration of micro- and macro level actors and

processes will not be easy given the traditional I-O Psychology emPha-

sis on the micro level. Thus, to achieve this integration, it is helpful to
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categorize CES into peripheral and embedded CES. perQreral CES focuses
on activities that are not integated into the daily strategies and operations.
Examples are volunteering and philanthropy. On the other hand, emted-
ded CES refers to an integration into straregy and dailyoperations by using
the fi.m's core competencies.

We model our distincrion betw€en peripheral and embedded CES after
the notion of embedded sustainability recently pur forward in the prac-
titioner literature by l-aszlo and Zhexembayeva (2011)- Embedded CES
can include building on the core competencies of the company in order
to deliver sustainable products and services and is integrated into thedaily
operations and overall organizational culture (e.g., B€rtels, papania, &
Papania, 2010). Examples ofhow firms build on their core competencies
to embed CIS are cE's e€oimagination program through which cE uses
technology to provide environmentally-friendly products, and IBM's use
oftheir information systems capabilities to help create smarter and greener
cities througb their Smart€r Planer progmm. Srared differently, similar to
howAguinis (2011) proposed regarding CSR in general, CES is not viewed
as separate from overall organizational strategy and daily operations;
rather, "all policies and actions are affected throughout the enrire organi
zation and at all levels of analysis (i.e., individual, group, and organiza,
tion)" (Aguinis, 201 I, p. 865).

Viewing CES as pe pheral or embedd€d is imponanr in rerms of what
CES can do for I-O psychology for the following reasons. First, ir iscrucial
for future reseatch, especially research at the individual level ofanalysis-
the "bread and butter" of I-O psychology. IfCES is at rhe periphery and
managed by only a few organizarional members (e.g., sustainabiliry ofiAcer
or corporate foundation), then it is unlikely rhat micro-level research will
make important contributions. However, ifCES is embedded, then schol
ars can use cutrent I-O psychology theories to conduct funher research
on how human capital systems may promote int€gration of CES into
daily operations. Second, such a categorization allows future research to
more precisely assess outcomes at the individual level of analysis. As the
meaninSfulness literature has put forward (e.g, Pratt & Ashfonh, 2003),
employee outcomes (e.g., id€ntification, commitment, satisfaction) can
vary depending on whether individuals find meaningin work (i.e., embed-
ded in one's daily work). So, for example, our cateSorization can help I
O psychology understand when and why employees are likely to "own"

sustainability (DuBois, Astalhova, & DuBois, rhis book) and rhe extent to
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which CES is likely to affect the effectiveness ofhuman resource manage

ment practices such as recruiting (willness & Iones, this book).

CES CAN HELP I-O PSYCHOTOCY BE MORE OPEN
AND EXPTICIT ABOUT VALUES

In a comprehensive compendium of the field of l-O ps,vchology, Rogel

berg (2007, p. x)crv) noted that "...the goals of I/o psycholog,v arc to bet

ter understand and optimize the effectiveness, health, and well being of

both individuals and organizations." Likewise, the Society for Industrial

and Organizational Psvchology (SI0P) makes an expli€it mention ofval-

ues by noting that the field's mission "is to enhance human well being

and performance in organizational and work settings by promoting the

science, practice, and teaching of I O psychology" (Society for lndustrial

and Organizational Psychology, 2012). In other words, one of I O psy

chology's very open andexplicit goals isto help individuals, organizations,
and society. This clear and explicit goal seems to collide with the goal ofa

silent majority ofacademics who advocate disinterest in practice in order

to achieve scientific objectivity (Palmer, 2006). Such a detachment from

values has been advocated so that research will "not be subverted to lhose
oimanagemenr, and that l l -O pwcholoSv re.ear.hers and Prrcl i l rorrer '
will not become mere servants ofthose in positions of power" (Cascio &

Aguinis, 2008, p. 1074).
Tushman and O'Reilly (2007) argued that this self-imposed distancing

from vatues, with the goal ofachieving objectivity, reduces the quality of

I-O psychologv research, undermines the external validity ofour theories,

and reduces the overall relevance ofthe data used to test ideas. CES offers

I o psychology a different path: the possibility ofmaking clear and open

statements about values values that I-o psychology researchers and

practitioners hold but often may choose to not make Public. As ar8ued

by Lowman (2013), it is better to discuss values and ethical standards in

the open-and debate them rather than hiding them or pretending they

do not exist. For example, Intel's leadership believe, and openly proclaim,

that "business has a fundamental responsibility to consider the long'term

consequences ofits activities on the environment" (Barrett & Niekerk, this

book). An open discussion about values is needed because, acknowledged
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or not, they play an important role in how people make decisions. As noted
by Swanson ( I 999), "values cannot be ignored and are part ofthe decision-
making process whether managers realize it or not" (p.507).

A discussion of values within the cont€xt of specific research and prac
tice domains is not newto I O psychology (Werner, thisbook). Forexam
ple, consider the rationale for and use oftest-score banding in personnel
selection. Users and developers of permnnel selection tools face a para-
doxical situation: the use ofcognitive abilities and other valid predictorsof
job performance leads to adverse impact (Aguinis & Smith, 2007). Thus,
choosing pr€dictors that maximize €conomic utility often leads to the
exclusion of members of certain demographic groups. Pre-employment
test-score banding has been proposed as a way to incorporate both util
ity and adverse impact considerations in the personnel selection prccess
(Aguinis, 2004). Banding avoids the strict top-down selection strategy that
tnically leads to adverse impact and, instea4 is based on the premise that
(a) pre-employment measures are never perfecdy valid, and (b) both pre
dictors and criteria (i.e., measures ofperformance) are also never perfectly
reliable (Aguinis, Cortina, & Goldberg, 1998). Thus, an observed differ-
ence in the scores oftwo job applicans maybe the result ofmeasurement
error and less than perfect test validity instead of actual differences in the
construct that is measured ( e.9., general cognitive abilities). Consequently,
ifit cannot be determined with a reasonable amount of certainty that two
applicants differ on the construct underlying a predictor, thes€ two appli-
cants are deemed statistically indistinguishable fiom one another and tie-
brealing criteria may be used to choose one ofthem over the other. For
example, assume that the computation ofbands leads to the conclusion
that pairs of applicants lohn-Susan and Peter-Ed have indistinguishable
test scores. If a school of business is seeking to increase the number of
female students in the program because women are severely undenepre-
sented vis-a-vis the relevant population, Susan may be a preferred candi
date over ,ohn. Similarly, i f  a police depanment is altempting to increise
the ethnic diversity of its workforce, they may wish to choose Peter (Afri-
can-American applicant) over Ed (Caucasian applicant).

Test-score banding has generated ve4/ sFong and emotional rcactions
from the I-O psychology community. For example, Schmidt and Hunter
( 2004) argued that banding is internallylogicallycontradictoryand thus sci-
entifically unacceptable. In their view, banding violates scientific and intel-
lectual va.lues and, therefore, its potential r:se presents selection specialists
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with the choice ofembracing the "values ofscience" or'other imponant
values." ln contrast, Aguinis, Cortina, and Goldberg (2000) argued that, if
two scoies fall within thesameband, they are considered statistically indis-
tinguishable and secondary criteria (e,g-,job experi€nce, ethnicity) may be
used in maling a hiring decision-panicularly if an organization places
strategic importance on such "ti€-breakers." In the end, as concluded by
Murphy (2004), whether someone supports the use of banding is likely
to reflect broader conflicts in interests, values, assumptions about human
resource selection, and one's position r€garding the tradeoffbetween ef6-
ciency and equity. In other words, "there is no question there is an issue
ofvalues here that should be directly addressed" (Barrett & Lueke, 2004,
p.9s) .

In sum, CES gives an opportunity to I O psychology to discuss values
openly and explicitly. What is a researcher's position regarding CES? Does
a practitioner believe that CES is a necessary evil, or something that I-O
psychology should support and encourage? Based on our earlier discus-
sion, should CES be emb€dded or p€ripheral? More broadly, CES can help
the field of I-O psychology be more open abour values and belief systems
in other areas such as diversity (e.9., what is the value of diversity for an
organization, its stakeholders, and society?) and performance manage-
ment (e.g., is it acceptable that pay-for performance systems lead to large
ditrerences in pay across employees?). Given tbe nature ofl-O psychology

and SIOP's value-laden mission statement,an open and explicit discussion
about values can be highly beneficial for the field.

CTS CAN HETP I-O PSYCHOTOGY CONSIDTR PEOPTE
AT WORK IN TERMS OF SUSTAINABTE TONC-TERM
INVESTMENTS AND PARTNERSHIPS

As noted earlier, a long-standing concern in the field is that I-O psychol-

ogy researchers'and practitioners'interests and values may be subverted
to those of management, thereby tuming I-O psychology into a mere
servant of those in positions of power ( Baritz, I 960). To address this con
cern, CES can help I-O psychology think about organizational members
in teams of long-teim investments and partnerships. Consistent with
SIOP'S mission, I O psychology researchers and practitioners can work
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towards the dual goal ofenhancing individual well-being and organiza
tional performance.

A highly influential theoretical model in management, and particularly
strategic management, is the resource-based view (RBV) ofthe firm (Bar-
ney, Ketchen, & Wright, 201l). ln a nutshell, rhe perspective is that 6rms
that are able to acquire valuabl€ resources that are neither perfectly imita-
ble nor substitutable without great effort are likely to gain a competitive
advantage. Human resources is an important compon€nt ofRBV, which is
consistent with a view held in the field ofl-O psychology that people are a
critical asset (Cascio &Aguinis,20l l).

Consider the perspective that CES can contribute ro I-O psychology
regarding the view ofpeople as a source ofa firm's competitive advantage.
First, the "acquisition" ofpeople should consider a future long term and
sustainable employee-employer relationship. Operationally speaking, this
means that personnel selection procedures should focus not only on pre-
dicting individual iob performance, which is the current focus ofl O psy
chology, but also a sustainable employee-employer relationship over time.
For example, what will be the groh'rh opportunities for a job applicanr
should she ioin the organization? Wlat will be the possible career parhs
for the iob applicant? Will there be leadership opportunities? Whar will be
the opportunities to expand into other types of responsibilities? CES also
allows for more overt integration ofvalues inlo the entire human resource
development process. CES has been found to signal to potential employees
that an organization has deeper values than simplyshorr-term profit maxi-
mization (Turban & Greening, 1997).Inturn, such values have given com
panies a comp€titive advantage in recruiting. Moreover, emMding CES in
the organization cannot be done without a shift ofthe organizational cul,
ture to one that embmces values ofCES (e.g., <aring for well,being ofstake-
holders and environment)- As a result, succession planning would need to
expand to consider the whole person. Currendy, there is an overemphasis
on pay and promotion. As Wrzesniewski ( 2003 ) puts forward in her model,
employees have three major needs that should be met job related (e.g., pay,
job security), career relared (e.g., pay equity, promotion, ability ro apply
skills to a job, feeling us€fuI), and calling oriented (e.&, doing somerhing
to make the world a bener place). tt is the lafter calling orientation that is
often overlooked in I-O psychology ressarch and practice.

Second, based on CES principles, training and development inter-
v€ntions should also be implemented within a broader perspective of
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long-term and sustainable employee-employer relationships. The tradi-
tional appioach to training and development is to consider skills that are
required for the current position (Aguinis & Kraiger, 2009). A considera
tion of sustainability means that an important component oftrainingand
development are the skills that will be needed for positions in the tuture.

Third, adopting a CES perspective suggests that performance manage-
ment systems should also focus on a long-term and sustainable employee
employer relationship (Aguinis, 2013). The typical performance manage-
ment approach in I-O psychology emphasizes performance appraisal-the
measurement of job performance. Moreover, performance appraisal
emphasizes past performance (Aguinis, loo, & Gottfiedson, 20ll). tn
contrast, CES can help I-O psychology fiame perforrnance management
such that it "takes into account both past and future performance. Per-
sonal developmental plans specii/ couFes of action to be taken to improve
performance. Achieving the goals stated in the developmental plan allows
employe€s to keep abreast of changes in their field or profession" (Aguinis
et al., p.505).In addition, perfomance appraisal often emphasizes the suc-
cessful implementation oftask based on ajob des.ription that usuallydoes
not include macro level issues. CES allows for an expansion ofperformance
appraisalto also include contributions to brcader organizational goals.

Finally, the view of people as resources is also reflected in the litem-
ture on the psychological contract, which refers to an unwritlen agree-
ment in which the employee and employer develop expectations about
their mutual relationship (Rouss€au, 1995). Downsizing, mergers, acqui
sitions, and other inter-firm transactions have led to a decrease in satisfac-
tion, commitment, intentions to stay, and perceptions ofan organization's
trustworthiness, honesty, and concern for its employees (e.9., Osterman,
2009). CES can help I-O psychologythink about long-term and sustainable
employee-employer relationships (Becker, thisbook).lust as CES has been
found to have a positive signaling effect to external sraleholders resulting
in increased value-based congruence (Sen & Bhattacharya, 2001) and trust
(Vlachos, Tsamakos, Vrechopoulus, & Awamidis, 2009), CES can have a
signaling effect on intemal stakeholders-employees. Firm involvement in
CES can signal that the organization cares about more than just short term
profit maximization at all costs, that it car€s about thewell-being of stake-
holders. As a result, employe€s might have mor€trustand faith in the firm,
thus strengthening tie psychological contract and reinforcing a long term
employee-employer relationship.
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CES CAN HEIP I.O PSYCHOTOGY REACH OUT TO
OTHTR FIELDS OF INQUIRY AND RE.THINK TRADI.
TIONAT AREAS OF RESIARCH AND PRACTICE

The content analysis ofth€ I-O psychology literature conducred by Cas
cio and Aguinis (2008) revealed that research in the field has remained
fairly stable in terms of th€ relarive attention devoted to various topics
and research domains. CES can help I-O psychology research and practice
reach out to other fieldsofinquirysuch as engineering (Campbell&Camp,
bell, this book), information and communication technology (Behrend &
Foster Thompson, this book), and environmental studies (De Young, this
book). Although research domains closer to engineering including human
factors and ergonomics were popular early on, studies addressing these
i.sues are now absent trom lM and PPsych-

In addition to reachingout to otherfields, CES can help I-O psychology
re-think traditional I O psychology research domains such as job analysis
andjob design. civen trends towatd a green economy, the nature ofmany
occupations is changing. CES can help I-O psychology keep up the pace
regarding these changes in the world ofwork ( Dierdorff, Norton, cregory,
Rivkin, & Lewis, thisbook).In orderto design work that leads ro borh high
motivation and job satisfaction, I-O psychology researchers have explored
the impact of characteristics such as skill variery, task identity, task sig,
nificance, and autonomy (Humphrey, Nahrgang, & Morgeson, 2007).
Although such an approach has led to greal success 'because the motiva
tional approach is widely accepted, it appears that many in rhe fields ofI O
psychology and rnanagement concluded it was a 'case closed' with respect
to work design" (Humphrey et al.,2007 , p. 1332). As a result, the literature
on work design has remained focused on a narrow set of characteristics
(Humphrey et al., 2007). CES provides I O psychology wirh rhe oppor
tunity to explore how work can be designed in a way that goes beyond
skills, knowledge, and attitudes and tups into meaningfulness, d€eply held
values (e.9., caring fo.others), and purpose (e-g., feeling of contributing ro
a greater purpose). Employees are increasingly seeking to find greater ful-
fillment at work that goes beyond pay satisfaction and career advancement
(Wrzesniewski, Dutton, & Debebe, 2003) and CES has become an avenue
for finding meaninSat work by addressing issues about which many peo-
ple are truly passionate.
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coNctusroNs
We began our chapter by asking the question of not only what I,O psy,
chology can do for CES, but what CES can do for I O psychology. Overall,
{JES can help I-O psychology address two imponant gaps: thc scicncc-
practice gap and the micro macro gap. First, CES can help l-O psychol
ogy researchen conduct studies that address issues ofconcern to society.
Second, CES can help I-O psychology researchers and practitioners con-
ceptualize individual behavior (microlevel variables) within the broader
organizational and societal conter.ls (macro level variables).

In oul chapter, we made the points that CES can help I O psychology
bridge the science-practice and micro-macro gaps by focusing on several
specific issues and domains. First, CES can help I-O psychology consider
the role ofcontext and "go macro-" A conc€ptualization ofCES asembed
ded, as opposed to peripheral, can guide I O psychology research and prac,
tice towards the inclusion of higher level variables including the organiza-
tional and societallevels ofanal)sis. Second, CES can help I-O psychology
be moreopen and explicit about valu€s. At its core, CES is about an explicit
statement that sustainability is good and I-O psychologycan benefit liom a
more explicit discussion ofvalues and belief systems, which influencedeci,
sion makingwhether individuals realize it or not. Third, CES can help I-O
psychology consider people at work in termsoflong-term investments and
partnerships. Although I-O psychology does consider people to be a key
organizational asset, the field could benefit iiom re-thinking employee-
employer relationships on amorelong term and sustainable basis- Finally,
CES can help I-O psychology reach out to other fields ofinquiry as wellas
rc-think traditional areas of research and practice. CES addresses issues
lhat go beyond any specific field ofstudy and, thus, can help I O psychol-
ogybuild productive bridges with other disciplines such asengineering-

In closing, oul chapter points to only a few specific I-O psychology
domains and issues to which CES can make contributions. In addition to
lhe points we addressed in our chapter, CES can also help I O psychol
ogy become more global (Reichman, Berry, Cruse, & Lytle, this book) and
make important contributions to the measurement ofCES initiatives and
their impact (Strasser, this book). We hope ourchapter will serve as a cata'
lyst in terms of future research and practice to establish further synergies
between CES and I-O psychology.
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